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Fragen und Antworten (auf Deutsch)
Be prepared to write logical and grammatical answers in German to question you hear read out loud to you.

Kleidung
Be able to name ten (10) articles of clothing in German. 
Give the gender to each (der, die, das).
Be able to write out the full plural form to each.

Präpositionen
Give the nine (9) German ‘hand’ prepositions. (two-way prepositions) Give the English meaning to each.

Haben & Sein
Be able to give all the present tense German conjugations to the verbs ‘haben’ & ‘sein’.
(ich habe, du hast, etc.; ich bin, du bist, etc.)

Participles (Partizip II)
Explain the basic principles on how to form the participle of:
1) a weak verb ‘schwach’   2) a strong verb ‘stark’
Be sure you know how to form participles for verbs with:
1) a stressed (separable) prefix   2) an unstressed (inseparable) prefix
Memorize the participles for ‘sein, haben’ & ‘werden’.
Work on memorizing the participles we have been practicing in class.

Tense & Time
Explain in English the difference between the terms ‘tense’ and ‘time’. 
Provide examples showing how the terms ‘tense’ and ‘time’ do NOT necessarily correspond with each other.
Your examples may be either in English or German or a mix of both.

Kultur
Read the cultural passages ‘Land und Leute’ posted on the web.
Be able to name each passage in German and write some tidbits (in English) that you learned.

Pronunciation
Spend some time practicing out loud the six sentences from class.
Your goal is to demonstrate that you have familiarized yourself with these sentences.
The content of these sentences relates to the information in the cultural passages.

Warm-Up Time In Class
On test day, we will have a full hour of review and warm-up. 
We’ll take a short break, then you will have the rest of the period to complete the test.


